Are you looking at rubbish?
Using the SR data specification for marine litter data sets

Technical input to the TG‐DATA document
“Recommendations for the publication of datasets
under MSFD Article 19.3”

Sea Regions (SR) Scope
• The SR data specification defines features of the marine
environment according to its physical and chemical characteristics:
– The sea itself, including the sea surface and sea bed
– The intertidal area
– The shoreline (land:sea interface)

• These features may be attributed with properties of phenomenon
such as temperature, erosion, wave height, as well as identifiers
such as names. One of these phenomena can be marine litter.
• Importantly, SR feature are not intended to convey details of
observation and measurements of the marine environment. This is
undertaken within the EF theme.
• SR datasets are primarily used for background mapping, spatial
querying and representation of analysed data.

Anticipated Uses
•

Representing ‘areas of sea’. Fundamentally SR specifies how areas of sea should be modelled. It
allows for a hierarchy of seas, e.g. Mediterranean Sea > Agean Sea.
–

•

Representing the inter‐tidal area. SR provides a standard data model for specifying an inter‐tidal
area.
–

•

Envisaged use: Defining a set of polygons for background mapping or to support queries of activities
in the inter‐tidal area. For example: “Calculate changes in maximum inter‐tidal area for the Scheldt
Estuary over time”

Attributing the land‐water boundary. SR provides a standard data model for defining the
land:water boundary at any tidal state. This land:water boundary can be segmented ‘as required’
and each of the segments attributed to show ‘shore type’ and ‘coastal stability’.
–

•

Envisaged use: Defining a set of polygons that represent the marine environment that can be used
for background mapping or to support queries of activities in the sea, e.g. “find all windfarms in
Southern North Sea”

Envisaged use: background mapping and attributing the shoreline as a linear feature, for example
pan‐European coastal descriptors, based on Corine Coastal Erosion Database.

Cartographic representations of the marine environment physical and chemical properties. SR
provides for defining isolines and contours to define the marine environment.
–

Envisaged use: cartographic representation of physical and chemical properties (e.g. temperature,
wave height) of the marine environment. These may be on the sea surface or on the seabed.

Looking at Rubbish?
I want to describe the marine environment. Marine litter is a
property of the marine environment I want to communicate. The
geometry of the dataset represents the real world.

For this SR
should be used.

I want to describe a numeric dataset of marine litter, associated
with, the marine environment. The geometry of the dataset may
represent the sampling feature used to collect marine data, or a
derivation of this (for example a grid created from trawls).

For this OF
should be used

For this EF
I want to describe the process or programme by which I monitor
and observe marine litter (and other parameters) along with the
should be used
results of this process. The geometry of the dataset represents the
sampling feature used to collect marine litter.

OSPAR Beach Litter Data

Beach Litter Data in QGIS (IA2017 Beach Litter ‐ Average Number of Items)
https://odims.ospar.org/layers/geonode:ospar_ia2017_beach_litter_2017_01/metadata_detail

Marine litter & SR::Shoreline
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This would require an extension to the data specifications to allow additional
attribution to the shoreline beyond ShoreType and CoastalStability. Or the same
result could be obtained by linking to EF.

Marine Litter and SR::IntertidalArea
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This would require an extension to the data specifications to allow attribution to the
intertidal area. Or the same result could be obtained by linking to EF.

OSPAR Sea Litter Data

Marine Litter from Trawls (IA2017 Seabed Litter ‐ Total Counts of Litter Items Caught per Trawl)

https://odims.ospar.org/layers/geonode:ospar_ia2017_seabed_litter_2017_04/metadata_detail

Marine Litter and SR::MarineContour

OSPAR data was easily converted to SR::MarineContour using HALE

In Conclusion
• SeaRegions is the best theme to use when the
geometry of the data reflects the real world.
• Attributes can be assigned to SeaRegions data sets to
present properties of these geometries
• SR however can provide useful references for other
themes; for example detailed measurement data (EF)
can be associated with the particular beach or sea
area.
• Marine Litter can be represented using the Sea Region
theme, but whether this is the best option is a
dependent on user requirements to represent Marine
Litter.

